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Yeahhhhh,
bubble wrap
is just fine.

hey, pal,
I’m gonna
protect
you for
the long
trip.

Not with
bubble
wrap, you
aren’t!

Shippin
g
weapon
s?
See
Pages 4
2-43
first!

Change Is Good
starting with this
issue, you’re going
to see changes
to our content.
Here’s why…

I n 2017, Army Materiel Command implemented its “Shape the Fight” initiative
to better align resources and organizations with mission requirements and improve
integration across the AMC enterprise. As a part of this reshaping effort, several
changes have occurred that affect PS Magazine and its content.
These changes include the following:
• The Logistics Support Activity (LOGSA) has been re-designated as the
Logistics Data Analysis Center (LDAC).
• PS Magazine is now aligned under the Army Sustainment Command (ASC)
rather than LDAC. It remains at Redstone Arsenal, AL.
• The Logistics Information Warehouse (LIW) has been integrated into the
Army Enterprise Portal (AESIP).

As a result of these changes, the web addresses for LDAC, PS Magazine, and LIW
are in a state of flux. Whether they have new URLs or not, the following URLs get
you to the appropriate landing page:

• LDAC’s web address remains https://www.logsa.army.mil for now.
• PS Magazine’s web address is now https://www.aschq.army.mil/home/psmag.aspx
• The AESIP/LIW web address is https://idmng.armyerp.army.mil

If you have any questions or trouble getting to an organization or capability
associated with LDAC or ASC, don’t hesitate to email our Reader Service at:
usarmy.redstone.asc.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
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M2/M3-Series Bradley…

Help for Your M242
here’s sOMe heLP
from ft hOod for
YoUr Bradley’s
M242 gun.

Dear Editor,
Here are a few ways to
keep the Bradley’s M242
automatic gun firing
smoothly:

who’s
s’posed to
be working
on me?

goOd! I can
use aLl the Help
I cAn Get!

that would be
me, your sMall
ARms repaiRman.

• First, thanks to PS

for pointing out
that it’s the 91F
small arms repairman
who’s supposed to be
working on the M242.
We’ve had units who
couldn’t agree on who
should be doing the
M242’s services. As a
result, services were
missed. The 91F should
do all the services
called out in the
M242’s TM 9-1005200-23&P.

PS 799
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• Remind crewmen that they need only look at
the indicator rod on the recoil mechanism to
ensure the recoil has enough damper fluid,
NSN 9150-01-056-7346. If you push in the
rod like they did years ago, it can damage
the recoil mechanism and lead to leaks.
		 The indicator rod will retract when it’s cold
and extend when it’s hot. Room temperature
(around 77°) is best for checking the rod.
The rod should protrude at least .5 inch, but
no more than 1.1 inch. If the rod sticks out
more or less than that, tell your repairman.

Check
indicator rod
by looking,
not pushing

When the recoil mechanism starts leaking
fluid because of bad seals, don’t replace
the whole recoil mechanism.
That will set you back
$4,000. Instead order
a seal repair kit,
NSN 1005-01-088-4372,
for $4.45.
But when you replace the seals, make sure to keep
them in the right order. Some of the seals look almost
identical, but they’re not. If you put the wrong seal in the
wrong place, you’ll have leaks.

Recoil seals
leaking?

• Lock down lockwire

tight. If you lock
wire nuts and leave
slack in the wire, the
lockwire can’t keep
nuts tight. See WP 22
in the -23&P for the
correct procedure for
lock wiring.

Lock down
lockwire tight

• During PMCS, make a point to

check the forward area of the
feeder for cracks. This is a
crack-prone area. If you find
any, tell your repairman.
			 If the 14-pin connector has
come loose, you may be able to
replace it at field level instead
of having to replace the entire
direct current motor. Contact
your TACOM LAR to check if
that’s possible at your post.
						CW2 Antonio Reyes
						Ft Hood, TX

Check feeder’s forward area for cracks

Editor’s note: Your M242 tips are
right on target, Chief Reyes. Thanks.

Roof
Storage
Made
EASY!

Stryker…

Hauling all
this stuff is
killing me!

Dear Editor,
Stryker crewmen sometimes have to get inventive
when it comes to storing all
their gear before a mission.
But they need to be sure to
load all that gear the right
way so the mission isn’t put
at risk.
The bustle rack is the goto place to store rucksacks
and other gear. When the
bustle rack runs out of
room, the roof is the next
best place.

PS 799

There’s a
better way,
pal.

Store personal gear in bustle rack
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But items stored haphazardly on the roof of your Stryker can interfere with
antennas, hatches or the gunner’s field of view. Use nets and tiedown straps
to secure gear to the roof. Keep the tiedowns away from door hatches, hinges
and handles.

Secure gear to roof
with nets and tiedown straps

The gunner needs a clear
field of fire. Don’t stack
equipment and gear higher
than the bottom window
of the objective gunner
protection kit (OGPK).
If your Stryker has roof
storage boxes, put all the
gear and equipment you
can inside the boxes. Don’t
strap or tie anything to
the outside of the boxes.
		
		

Use external storage boxes if available

CW3 Steven Page
Ft Hood, TX

LoOkin’
gOod!

that’s a
lOad oFF
my Mind!

Editor’s note: Chief Page, you really raised the roof with these storage tips!

M113-Series FOV…

INSPECT
EXHAUST
MANIFOLD

REGULARLY

There! That
oughta keep the
water outta your
exhaust manifold,
buddy.

Man,
there’s
gotta be an
easier way
than this!

Dear Editor,
A recurring problem plaguing M113-series FOV personnel carriers is rusted out
exhaust manifolds. But it’s an easy problem to avoid with regular inspections of
the heat shield covers.
The heat shield covers retain water from rain and vehicle washing. Rust
develops over time on the exhaust manifold. Eventually, the rust can eat holes
and cause splits in the manifold. And the heat shield covers themselves can rot
from the inside out.

Water that gets on exhaust
manifold heat shield…

…will rot
heat shield…

…and
rust out
manifold

That’s why it’s a good idea, at a minimum, to inspect exhaust manifolds for
rust during annual services. Even better, inspect them every few months.
Be sure to replace the heat shield covers when they become unserviceable.
Replacing a cover is a lot cheaper than replacing an exhaust manifold.
It also helps to keep the engine grille buttoned up with grille cover, NSN
5120-01-105-0779 (green) or NSN 2510-01-496-9646 (tan). Just don’t forget
to remove the grille cover before operating the vehicle.
Covering the vehicle
with a tarp whenever it’s
Cover
stored outdoors is a
vehicle with
good idea, too. NSN
tarp when
8340-00-841-6456
storing
brings a 12x17-ft green
outdoors
tarp. NSN 2540-01-3308062 gets a 12x17-ft
tan tarp. Both are listed
in the -10 TM’s Additional
Authorized List (AAL).
Avoid spraying water
directly onto the engine.
If the heat shield cover
gets wet, dry it out and
avoid moisture build-up
by running the engine at
fast idle.
		
		

CW3 Steven Page
Ft Hood, TX

thanks,
Chief!

these tips should help dry up
rusty manifold problems!

ahh… the only
thinG better than
this weaTher is
GoOd eXhauSt
mANifold PM!
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Combat and Tactical Vehicles…

BDAR Kit
Kit to
to the
the Rescue!
Rescue!
BDAR
oh, man! this
is nOT a goOd
place to be
stuck!

what’s that,
sergeant?

no worRies. We can make
a quick repair with the
battle damage assessment
and repair kit.

the BDAR kit has all
the ToOls you nEed
to repair Tires…

A damaged
tire can
really ruin
your day.

…including repair plugs,
a plug insertion tool,
lube, trimming blades,
set screws and a hex key.

PS 799
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The BDAR kit Makes
Repairing Tires in
the Field Easy!
does it repair
tires permanently?

Can it
repair
anything
else?

here’s
HOW…

No! The Repair is Just
Temporary and meant
to Get You Out Of a
Jam. A repaired tire has
to be replaced ASAP.

oh, sure! You
can also use it
to repair leaking
radiator hoses,
metal fluid lines,
gaps around door
and hatches and
O-rings.

That’s
one cool
kit, all
right! How
do you
order it?

The bdar kit comes with
NSN 2590-01-659-5620.
its tire repair kit has
anti-reflective tools with
t-metal and sure-grip
handles.
Order plug refills with
NSN 5180-01-542-8147.

HMMWVs…

UNAUTHORIZED MODS:
GREAT IDEAS THAT AREN’T
Sure, those
mods may
LOOK like a
great idea,
but…

…they’re
definitely NOT
authorized.

Permanently mounting that generator in the back of a

HMMWV may seem like a good idea because it’d be really
useful in the field. There’s only one problem:

it’s not authorized!
Lots of very sound reasons justify why the Army
prohibits unauthorized modifications, as explained in
AR 750-10, Army Modification Program, (Aug 13).
one reason
a mod like
the HMMWV
generator
mount might not
be authorized
is because it
changes the
vehicle’s center
of balance.
That can lead
to all kinds of
safety risks
like rollovers
and accidents.

Unauthorized modifications also create
expensive maintenance headaches like
suspension system and drive train
problems.
The list of
reasons goes
on and on.

However,
the Army has
adopted a
process for
reviewing
potential mods.
it’s a way to
consider which
mods actually
work while
making sure
they don’t
raise safety,
maintenance or
other issues.

No Mod without MWO
AR 750-10 explains how all mods must be made through an approved
Modification Work Order (MWO). it’s a complicated process with a lot of
potential players, depending on the item in question.
Commanders are NOT
authorized to approve
modifications for vehicles
or equipment without an
Army MWO, according to
Para 3-1E of AR 750-10.

if you have a
suggestion for a
useful mod, talk to
your LAR and your
chain of command.
it might just be the
idea that sparks an
MWO.

MWOs go through the
material developer
(MATDEV), the capability
developer (CATDEV), then
through the appropriate
Army Life Cycle Management
Command (LCMC).

But first, do some
homework to see if
the same or similar
mod already
exists.

Find Approved Mods
With MMIS access,
users can search
the MWO Library
using a variety of
criteria to find
MWOs for certain
items.

Find out what mods may
already be approved for your
vehicle with a quick search
of the online Modification
Management Information
System (MMIS).
it’s available to any Army
enterprise portal (aesIp)
account holder with a CAC card
and “.mil ” email address.
New users must select the

MMIS app after requesting
access at:

https://idmng.armyerp.army.mil
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M871-Series Trailer…

Gladhand Cover Seals Available with Kit
Man, this heat does a
number on my gladhand
cover seals. How come
yours look so good?

Dear Half-Mast,
We’re currently supporting a
transportation unit in Florida
with 120 trailers. Most of the
gladhand protective cover seals
on the M871-series trailers
have rotted due to Florida’s
extreme heat and humidity.
I can’t find replacements
anywhere. The part is listed
with an AAC of Y, meaning
it’s terminal. I even contacted
the trailer company, but they
couldn’t find a good part
number either.
Is there a replacement
number you can provide for
this elusive part?
			
Thanks,
			
SSG E.R.V.

PS 799

Just got mine
replaced with
a rebuild kit!

Search no
further,
sergeant!
The elusive
cover seal
you’re looking
for is part
of a gladhand
rebuild kit used
by TACOM to
refurbish the
M871A1 trailers.
Order it with
NSN 4730-01499-3466.
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M1000 HET
Semitrailer…

Solar Panels:

ToO Much of a GoOd Thing
Man, I could
soak up this
sun forever.

Heads up:
Solar panels
installed on the
M1000 HET trailer
may overcharge
the trailer
APU’s battery.
This damages
the battery and
renders the
trailer NMC.

Hey, go easy on the exposure
‘til somebody disconnects
your solar panel!

The fix is to remove the
in-line fuse from the
positive solar panel
cable going to the
battery. This prevents
overcharging and
permanent damage to
the battery. The fuse is
to remain removed until
further notice.

General location

yeah, Lemme help!
Don’t wanna fry your
trailer battery.

question: Why not just
disconnect the solar panels?
answer: Disconnecting them
alone, without ensuring
they’re isolated from
contact with the trailer’s
frame, can cause arcing. That
could damage the panels or
their wiring harness.

Overhead view

Solar
panel
Solar
panel

This problem came to light (no pun intended) at units based in southern
locations where the solar panels soaked up a lot of sun, but it can
affect any M1000 HET trailer with solar panels.

PS 799
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M1000 HET Semitrailer…

What the blue
blazes!? Who
closed my APU
valve??

Leave
APU
Valve
Open

There’s a
valve on the HET
semitrailer’s
APU hydraulic
reservoir
tank that MUST
remain open
when operating
the APU.
if not, the
hydraulic
motor pump
fails within
a matter of
seconds…
…completely
freezing the
trailer’s
hydraulic
suspension,
gooseneck and
steering.

Valve

Hydraulic oil
reservoir tank

Valve located
under stairs on
hydraulic oil tank

TM 9-2330-381-13 (Oct 09, w/Ch 1, Apr 15) shows what the valve’s open position
looks like. It’s pretty simple. The hydraulic tank also has a label next to the valve,
indicating the open position (handle down) and closed position (handle up).
Step 2 in Item 6 of the semitrailer’s Before PMCS procedures instructs operators to
ensure the valve is in the open position. Other troubleshooting tips and guidance say the
same thing. At no time are operators ever instructed to close the hydraulic oil valve!

PS 799
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The only time that valve should be
closed is when maintenance personnel
repair hydraulic system components. Once
repairs are done, the maintainers’ checklist
requires them to re-open the valve. That’s
why the valve should always remain in the
open (down) position.
Valve in closed
position

A good way to keep this valve in the
open position is to secure it with a ziptie. You don’t want to prevent closing it
altogether in case of emergency, such as
a ruptured hydraulic line. But zip-tying it
open will make it harder to accidentally
close the valve. It’ll also make operators
think twice before closing it!
Valve in open
position

Handle should never be up except for repairs

Handle down,
secured with
zip-tie

Replacement Pump
To order a new HMP for the M1000, use NSN 4320-15-010-3304, even though FED LOG still
shows the old pump available with NSN 4320-01-331-8742. Some units also have extras
in supply, so your unit may be reluctant to change. But the new pump is now the only
authorized replacement HMP for the M1000.
LAter…

Gosh,
that was
a close
call.

won’t
happen again,
big fella.
Your

APU valve
is safely
zip-tied
now.

120M Road Grader…
Look
at the
time!

BE ON TIME FOR
TANDEM OIL CHECK
Has it
really been
three months
already?

You need
to check my
tandem drive
oil level.

Operators, don’t forget to check the tandem drive’s oil level on your 120M road
grader every three months or 500 miles, whichever comes first.
Here’s how:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Make sure your vehicle is on level ground.
Bring the vehicle up to operating temperature.
Clean the area around the check plug.
While the oil is still warm, remove the check plug. If the tandem drive is full, the
oil will reach the bottom edge of the fill hole. You might even see a small trickle
coming from the check plug’s opening. If the level is below the hole, tell your
mechanic. He’ll add some OE/HDO 40, NSN 9150-01-421-1427, to bring the level up
to the bottom of the fill plug hole.

You’ll find this
as PMCS check
96 starting on
WP 0013-49 in
TM 5-3805-293-10
(Dec 10).
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120M Road Grader…

Cab Step
Care Brings
BANG for
Your Buck

Hey! How ‘bout ya
take it easy with
that blade, huh?
You’re killin’ my
cab steps!

Visit any engineering battalion and you’ll find lots of 120M road graders with bangedup cab steps.
The step assembly does a bangup job getting you into the cab. But
it also hangs just low enough to get
snagged by the end of the blade.
That happens whenever the blade is
raised, set to cut a V-ditch, or turned
for gravel.
While the rubber vertical rails
handle the abuse pretty well, the metal
steps can get crushed. So remember:
When positioning the blade, make
sure the steps aren’t in the way.

Cab steps
get banged
up when
snagged by
blade

Circle Drive Hydraulic Hose
Another area to watch is the hydraulic
hose that mounts into the circle drive’s
blade side shift cylinder. This exposed hose
gets knocked around a lot. That can result
in oil flow restriction or hydraulic leaks.
Thing is, you probably won’t notice
unless you kneel down to take a look. So
during inspections, eyeball the hose for any
dents or leaks. If you find any problems, let
your mechanic know right away!

PS 799
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Check hydraulic hose
for kinks or leaks
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CS-433C Vibratory Roller…

To Replace or Not to Replace?
Hey, it’s been three years.
Aren’t you gonna replace
my seat belt assembly?
Got a new one
right here. But
the ‘‘install By’’
date is from
two years ago!

Dear Half-Mast,
At Ft Leonard Wood’s Engineer Center and School, we support CS-433C
vibratory rollers. According to PMCS check 43 in TM 5-3895-382-10
(Sep 99, w/Ch 1, Sep 03), we’re required to replace each roller’s seat belt
assembly three years after installation.
Lately we’ve been getting assemblies that are already past the “Install
By” date that’s stamped on them. There’s no mention of this “Install By”
date in the TM.
Since the assemblies are arriving new and haven’t been exposed to
weather or UV light, is it OK to install and use them for three years, even
though they’re past the “Install By” date?
		
Jeff Anderlik
		
Ft Leonard Wood, MO

TACOM says the seat belt
assemblies are OK to use even
after the “Install By” date.
Even better, there’s no longer
a requirement to replace them
three years after installation!

great
question,
siR!

PS 799

Seat belt assembly OK to
use after INSTALL BY date
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instead, do
a weekly
inspection and
only replace
seat belt
assemblies
that show
fraying, dry
rot or any
damage that
would prevent
the belt
from working
properly.
By the way,
this info
applies to all
commercial
construction
equipment.
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D7R II Dozer…

The Pain of
Battery Drain

To keep batteries
from draining, use
the dozer’s battery
disconnect switch!

operators,

after the day’s run, make
sure you turn off the battery disconnect
switch that’s located at the back of the
vehicle inside the switch’s access door.
Forget and the batteries will drain,
losing their charge within a week! Dead
batteries mean your dozer needs a slave
start. And even then you’ll be stuck until
help arrives.
120M Road Grader…
Operators,
nothing will ruin
your day quicker
than trying to
start your 120M
road grader…

battery
switch

Off?
…only
to get the
ruh-ruh-ruh
of a dead
battery.

That’s why you should
always turn the grader’s
battery disconnect switch
to the OFF position after
the day’s run. That way the
dashboard’s electrical
system won’t continue
drawing power from the
grader’s batteries.
This is really important
if the grader is going
to sit for a long time.
Just insert the switch’s
key and turn clockwise.

Turn battery
disconnect to
OFF to protect
batteries

Stay INFORMED About
PEO Soldier!
when it comes to PeO
SoLdiEr, stay in the
know about equipment
and contacts with
soCial Media.

Keeping
track of
PEO Soldier
information
and equipment
is important.
To track the
latest and
greatest in
PEO Soldier,
save these
social media
links.

AKO

https://www.ako1.us.army.mil/suite/designer

Blog

http://peosoldier.armylive.dodlive.mil/

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/PEOSoldier

Flickr

https://www.flickr.com/photos/peosoldier

Twitter

https://twitter.com/PEOSoldier

YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/
user/USArmyPEOSoldier

If you have questions about PEO Soldier equipment, submit your inquiry online at:
http://www.peosoldier.army.mil/feedback/contactForm.asp?type=general
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Not only can you contact
PEO Soldier through the web,
you can also send regular mail
to specific offices for different
types of equipment. The
mailing addresses are:

Project Manager Soldier
Protection & Individual
Equipment
SFAE-SDR-SPIE
Bldg 325
10170 Beach Road
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060-5862

Project Manager Soldier
Warrior
SFAE-SDR-SWAR
Bldg 317
10125 Kingman Rd
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060-5820

Program Executive Office
Soldier
SFAE-SDR
5901 Putnam Rd, Bldg 328
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060-5422

Project Manager Soldier
Sensors & Lasers
SFAE-SDR-SSL
Bldg 318
10125 Gratiot Road
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060-5816

Project Manager Soldier
Weapons
SFAE-SDR-SW
Bldg 151
Picatinny Arsenal, NJ
07806-5000

T700 Engines…

Engine Plug
Handling
when yOu’re
remoVing the EngiNe
inspection plug,
make sUre You
handle it with care
to PrevEnt damage.
ToO much force
damages the plUgS,
so Go EasY!

H ey, 15B engine mechanics! WP 0325 and WP 0331 of TM 1-2840-248-23&P (Jun

17) tell you how to remove and install the Apache and Black Hawk’s engine inspection
plugs, NSN 5365-01-091-4688 and 5365-01-106-9667, for borescoping.
Inspection plugs should always be coated with graphite-petrolatum (GP460) or antiseize thread compound (AMS2518) on all new or overhauled engines and modules.
Damaged inspection plugs result when this compound isn’t applied. Excessive heat can
also make the plugs seize in the casing.
If no compound was used or seizure of the plug has happened, WP 0325 says to
apply 300-350 lb-in of torque counterclockwise to remove the borescope plug. But that
kind of force can damage the plug or insert. So it’s important to apply a firm amount
of pressure during removal. In extreme cases, the entire engine has to be replaced for a
damaged port plug.
So, don’t forget to apply graphite-petrolatum (GP460) or antiseize thread compound
(AMS2518) to all plugs before installation. That way, getting them out next time won’t
be so much trouble.

All Aircraft…

Corrosion Team to the Rescue!
I’ve already
called the
corrosion team
for help!
we’ve got
trouble!

it’s

DinNer
timE!

thanks
for inviting
us to the
feast!

when aircraft corrosion issues
arise and you need either
help or refresher corrosion
training, don’t worry!

amcom
cpo has
yoUr
back!

The AMCOM Corrosion Program Office (CPO)
is here to help you win the corrosion fight.
They’ll send a representative to your unit
to assist with your corrosion program and
training needs.

For up-to-date corrosion information or
to request on-site corrosion assistance,
visit the AMCOM CPO office website at:

https://amcomcorrosion.army.mil
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The assistance consists of
a 2 1/2 hour classroom
session followed by a
30-minute hands-on session
with your aircraft.
instruction is given on
the proper techniques
for cleaning, corrosion
identification and treatment
on aviation equipment.
Training is also given on
paint, primer and sealant
repair of aircraft and
aviation ground support
equipment (AGSE) as outlined
in specific technical manuals
such as TM 1-1500-344-23
Volumes I-IV,
TM 1-1500-345-23 and
TB 42-0213 for AGSe.
You can find more aviation
corrosion prevention and
control procedures in
Chapter 8 of TM 1-1500328-23, Technical Manual
Aeronautical Equipment
Maintenance Management
Procedures.
You can also request a visit
by contacting the corrosion
hotline at DSN 897-0209 or
(256) 313-0209.
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Need Help With Your
MUMT System?

AH-64…

My MUMT
system isn’t
working like
it should!

We gotta
reach out to
somebody…
but who?

it’s
gonna be
expensive,
isn’t it?

Good news, mechanics! The Apache Sensors
Product Manager wants to help with your Manned/
Unmanned Team, also known as MUMT, systems.

The headshed will help
sustain and support your
system by providing knowledge
and assistance in maintaining,
troubleshooting, and
operating MUMT systems.

Even better, the
support comes at no
cost to Apache units!

They can travel to your duty station
or to a field training exercise, known
as FTX, to help maintainers with
troubleshooting issues while giving
assistance to operators and maintainers
in maximizing the MUMT’s capabilities.

MUMT allows the aircrew to share video from the Modernized Target
Acquisition Designation Site (MTADS) system.
it uses video feeds from manned and unmanned platforms to provide
significantly improved situational awareness to troops on the ground
and dramatically improved efficiency in focusing weapons to support
ground elements.
Of course, units can
always call or email the
headshed with questions
or request MUMT help.

Whether at home
station or during
readiness center
training events,
the Apache Sensors
office is available to
provide support.

The

POCs
are:

Joe Strawser, (256) 313-0831

joseph.l.strawser.ctr@mail.mil
Dainys Carrasquillo, (256) 842-1115

dainys.g.carrasquillo.civ@mail.mil
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AH-64…

The MuMt-2
B-kiTs neEd to be
transferred to a
new aircraft. Are you
on top of that?

Yes, we’ve bEen
making sure
we have fUll
acCountability of
our equipment.

the ps magazine ApP
saYs we can contact the
apache sensors office
if we have questions on
what to keep and what
to transfer.

Keep Track of Your
MUMT Equipment
Mechanics,

aircraft transfers happen on a
regular basis. Factors like model upgrades,
transfers, or movement of aircraft into theater
mean you need to know the where’s and why’s
of tracking transferred equipment.
Nowhere is that more important than when
transferring MUMT-2 B-kits. Unfortunately,
units are not completely following the transfer
directives. These line replaceable units (LRUs)
don’t get transferred to new aircraft, but
instead get stored in different locations.

Transfer MUMT equipment properly

Bad idea!

They should be transferred to new aircraft.

Every unit must maintain accountability of the
hardware it’s issued. Since there’s limited stock, lost
items are expensive and hard to replace.
Even worse, some items, like the Rover 6,
are National Security Agency (NSA) Type 1
Communications Security (COMSEC) items. It’s no
different than losing a weapon when it comes to
accountability and responsibility for reporting it.
If you’re unsure of what to keep and what to
transfer, contact the POCs on the transfer directive
or the Apache Sensors Office.
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The POCs are:
Joe Strawser, (256) 313-0831
joseph.l.strawser.ctr@mail.mil
Dainys Carrasquillo, (256) 842-1115
dainys.g.carrasquillo.civ@mail.mil
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Need to Set Up an ALSE Shop?
How’s the

ALSE shop
set-up going?
You look
stressed out!

I’ve got the
equpiment, but I
don’t know what
pubs I need!

E

very unit needs an aviation life support equipment (ALSE) shop technical library
to keep the mission going. Without it, the mission can end before it starts.
All ALSE shops need equipment like helmets, vests, helmet bags, protective armor
vests, tools and more. And the way to get your ALSE shop off the ground is to check
out TC 3-04.10, Aviation Life Support System Management Program (Jan 19).
Chapter 2, for example, provides information on the pubs you need to take care of
your ALSE equipment. The training circular also provides guidance on establishing,
managing and operating an ALSE shop.
Download a copy of TC 3-04.72 from: https://armypubs.army.mil
You can download a copy of EM 0250 from LDAC’s ETM website:
https://idmng.armyerp.army.mil
• Air Warrior IETM, AR 95-1,

Other
pubs you’ll
need for a
functional
ALSE shop
are…

PS 799

Flight Regulations
• DA PAM 738-751 Forms
• FM 3-04.508, Aviation Life Support

System Maintenance Management
and Training Programs
• TC 3-04.11, Commander’s Aviation
Training and Standardization Program
• TM 1-1500-204-23-1,
General Aircraft Maintenance
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AGSE…

Looking for Aircraft Trailer Parts?

we’re trying to find a
replacement aircraft
maintenance trailer,
but all the NSNs we’ve
found are terminal.
Can you help?

I’ve got good news and bad news for
you, Soldier. The good news is I have the
NSN for a new trailer. The bad news is
the price: it’s around $11,000.

are you
talking to
sergeant
blade?!
shh!
hello?
HeLLO?

Dear Sergeant Blade,
We have an aircraft maintenance trailer and are having problems finding repair
parts in FED LOG. The trailer, NSN 1730-00-435-7818, has a terminal acquisition
advice code (AAC) of V and was replaced by NSN 1730-01-086-1653. That NSN is
also terminal.
The trailers are required according to our unit’s MTOE. Can you help with
parts? Or is there a suitable replacement aircraft trailer available?
SSG T.M.

Dear Sergeant,
The TMs that cover your
trailers are TM 55-1730-22413&P, Airmobile Aircraft
Maintenance Trailer, NSN 173000-435-7818 (Sept 84) and TM
1-1730-227-13&P, Standard
Aircraft Maintenance Trailer,
Use replacement trailer for Chinook
NSN 1730-01-086-1653 (Jul 09).
As you stated, there are no repair parts available for those trailers. So you’ll need
to order a substitute trailer instead. The replacement is ground handling trailer,
NSN 1740-01-542-1099. Get ready for sticker shock, though. The trailer costs a little
over $11K. The manuals have limited repair parts and some of the parts interchange
between trailers.
For questions on AGSE equipment, submit a help ticket at:
https://agse.peoavn.army.mil
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oot? Why not?

here come
Willis and
Selleck!

looks like they caught
another high level counterfeit goods dealer!

There go
Willis and
Selleck!

that makes seventyseven arrests this
year alone!

They always
catch their
man.

PS 799

and they
always loOk
goOd doing it!
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We spend a lot of time

crime
streets
BCDofEFGNew
HIBeach
jklmnopqrstuvwxyz fighting
JKin LtheM
N
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
City…
abcdefghli
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…and we’re
proud to do
it because it’s
an important
job.

Some people would say we
spend an equal amount of time
driving around, wearing suits,
listening to music and leaning
against our sports car while
we enjoy snacks.

…we need to give the maintenance team at the New Beach
City Police Department time to
perform PM on our gear.

What people don’t
understand is that
we spend time driving
around, showing off our
sports car and shopping
for suits because…

We’d never have the highest arrest
tally in the region if those folks
weren’t using their TMs and sticking
to their maintenance allocation
charts during maintenance.

PM is one of
the biggest
differences
between the
good guys and
bad guys in New
Beach City.

A lot of the
vehicles in
this warehouse were
confiscated…

…from
criminals We
busted trying
to move
illegal goods
through this
area.

We could tell that most
of this stuff hadn’t been
well maintained when we
took possession of it.

Oil leaks, busted hoses,
corrosion… You name it
and it went wrong with
the cars, trucks and
boats in this warehouse.

There’s no way
crooks are going
to get away from
us in improperly
maintained
vehicles.

Not properly keeping up with
preventive maintenance was
the criminal underworld’s
second mistake.
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Trying to
transport
illegal goods
through New
Beach City was
their first
mistake.
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Not on our
watch. Those
crooks will
end up just
as busted as
their rides!
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High speed chases, shootouts,
surveillance… We do stuff like
that all the time…

…and we can’t
do any of it if
our gear isn’t in
solid condition.

Like the time we tracked a
shipment of counterfeit chili
cheese dogs to the Silver
Syndicate’s warehouse.

Our gear has helped us
solve some of the city’s
hardest-to-crack cases.
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Or the time we needed to take
to the high seas off the coast
of New Beach City…

…to stop the Ecoli Brothers
from escaping to South America
with a crate of contraband
roller skate wheels.

And who can forget the
time we stopped the criminal
mastermind, the Ferret, from
flying away with a 50-ton
shipment of counterfeit
ketchup packets.

How
many
plates
of tater
tots…

PS 799

Cheese it,
fellers! it’s
them vice
cops!

…Or boxes of
French fries…

…Would have been
ruined if that ketchup
had hit the streets?
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it’s too
scary
to think
about.
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Can you imagine what
would have happened if
we hadn’t been there to
keeP those counterfeit
goods from hitting the
streets?

I don’t even want
to think about
it! and Thanks to
our crack team
of maintainers, I
don’t have to!

it doesn’t matter if your job requires you
to use large vehicles, small arms, commo
equipment or any combination of the three.

they always keep us
in the fight to keep
New Beach City safe.

All of those items need
regular maintenance to stay
in the best possible condition.

So don’t forget
to perform PM
on time…

…every time
and by the
book.

Looks like our gear
isn’t the only thing
that could use a
little maintenance.

You can
say that
again!

jklmnopqrstuvwxyz BCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefgelhli
wn the street tonight.
ike jogging do
k I fe
I thin
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Ft Hood Tips Keep THAAD on Target
thanks to ft hOod, we PreseNt
oUr First Article on hoW to KeEp
YouR ThAad on tarGeT.

it’s my first
appearance,
but it won’t
be my last!

Dear Editor,
The Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) missile system is one of the
most complex systems in the Army inventory. It can do an amazing job knocking
out enemy missiles, but only if you’ve done your job giving it regular care.
Here are a few tips for THAAD success we’ve come up with at Ft Hood:

• Do all the PMCS every week.

The only way to be sure you cover every step is to take the TMs to
the THAAD. And that’s quite a few TMs. The launcher alone has six. But a
thorough PMCS ensures little problems don’t turn into big problems.
I know it’s a
hassle, but thanks
for bringiNG All
mY TMs.

That’s the onLy
waY yOu can Do A
reaL PmCs.

When THAAD is in the motor pool, we generally do a daily PMCS
on the missile system and a weekly PMCS on the trucks. In the
field, we do a complete PMCS on everything daily. PMCS always
includes powering up the system and checking for faults.

• Look for leaks.

THAAD contains
hundreds of gallons of
glycol for cooling. If
glycol starts leaking,
THAAD’s electronic
systems soon overheat
and stop working.
And if the leak gets
too bad, you’ve got
a HAZMAT situation.
Hose connections are
especially prone to
glycol leaks.
The launcher’s truck
leaks oil because of
blowby. Expect that in
the motor pool. There
are two blowby hoses,
so you need two oil drip
pans for every truck.
NSN 4940-01-490-2455
gets a drip pan.

Check for glycol
leaks, especially
around hoses

Launcher vehicles need
two drip pans to collect
oil from blowby

Check the launcher
fuel tank fittings for
leaks. Those leaks are
often missed.
If you open the oil
drain valve on the
prime power unit (PPU)
to drain excess oil,
remember to close the
valve when you’re done.
Otherwise, you’ve got
another leak.

• Easy does it with

the four grounding
points on the front
mobilizer’s antenna
equipment unit.

Look for fuel leaks,
particularly by fuel
tank fittings

Grounding points
must be screwed
in straight up and
and down

If you don’t screw
them in straight,
they’ll strip out. If
the grounding point is
difficult to turn, you
don’t have it installed
right. Reposition it and
try again.
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• Remember to check

the rear mobilizer
wheels for hydraulic
fluid. You can just glance
at the fluid indicator
and see. The wheels are
sometimes missed and
then the axles burn up.

Don’t forget to
check hydraulic
fluid in rear
mobilizer
wheels

• Beware of bumps when

using the launcher
under-run bumpers.
If you hit a bump too
hard or take a dip in
the road too fast, the
bumpers get damaged.
If there’s any question
whether the bump or dip
can be navigated safely,
use ground guides and
take it slow. Remember,
35 mph is the maximum
speed on paved roads.

Taking dips and bumps too fast
can destroy under-run bumpers

Now we have two questions for PS:

1. Where do you find repair
procedures for the outrigger bellows? They are
constantly tearing.

2. Is there PMCS for
the missiles and
missile simulators?
TheRE SURE iS.

TM 9-1430-610-13&P,
MAR 19, contains
pMcs for both.

See FieLD
LEVEL
MAinteNANCE
OUTrigGER
BELloWS
ReplacEMENT
in TM 9-2320440-13&P.

SFC Shane Szymczak
SSG Caleb Long
Ft Hood, TX

PS 799

Editor’s note: You are on target with
those THAAD tips! Thanks, Sergeants.
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Patriot Missile System…
I’m
SuFfoCatinG!
YoU neEd to
Change My
filters!
we’re
waiting for
the other
filters to
dry!

my SuGgestion
wiLl sOlVe that
ProBlem!

Dear Editor,
I know PS has recommended in the
past that Patriot crews keep an extra
set of filters on hand to make it easier
for Patriot components to get plenty of
cooling air. A dirty filter makes components
overheat and can damage expensive circuit
cards.
Well, instead of an extra set, I recommend
four sets of filters, especially if you’re
operating in the desert. In conditions with
blowing sand, you may need to change the
filters twice a day.
If you have four sets, you have one set
installed, one on hand, one drying out after
being washed (that usually takes a day) and
one back-up. Filters are relatively cheap
compared to circuit cards, so why be stingy
with filters?
Remember, filters normally last only 90
days before you have to replace them.
			
			

Operating in the
desert? Consider using
four sets of filters.

CW3 Trenard Conyers
Ft Bragg, NC

Editor’s note: Good point, Chief Conyers.
Sometimes you need to spend a little to save a lot.
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Has AN/PED-5 MWO Been Done?
MWO 9-1240-455-50-1 installs a protective eyepiece filter on AN/PED-5 Tactical
Rifle Inferred Geolocating Range-Finders with serial numbers from 69791000183 to
69791005175. The MWO was supposed to be finished by Apr 18. But, unfortunately,
some AN/PED-5s still haven’t been modified.
Check to see if your AN/PED-5 has been
Epoxy dot?
modified by looking for an epoxy dot next to the
I/O connector cover. No dot means no MWO.
Do not attempt to do the MWO yourself. If
your AN/PED-5 needs the MWO, contact Bo
Thompson at (703) 704-4028 or email:
william.d.thompson3.ctr@mail.mil
or Mauricio Martinez at (703) 704-3320 or email:
MWO has been done
mauricio.d.martinez.civ@mail.mil
MK 19 Machine Gun…

No Subs for Round
Removal Tools!

never leave
home without
these.

Dear Editor,
I’m seeing units go to the range without
the MK 19 machine gun’s bore obstruction
detector and round removal tool. Then when
gunners have a stuck round they resort to
substitutions like a screwdriver or crowbar.
That’s not only dangerous, but guaranteed
to damage the MK 19.
Please tell Soldiers never to go the field
without all the tools they’ll need to keep
their MK 19s firing away.
George Morris
Schofield Barracks, HI

Editor’s note: You bet we will, George.
MK 19 gunners, it’s essential you take the
bore obstruction detector, NSN 1010-01-4283233, and round removal tool, NSN 512001-347-1884, to the field. They are part of the
MK 19’s basic issue items (BII) and they are
indeed basic to the weapon. Get a bag to carry
them and the cleaning tools to the field.
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The old MK 19 machine gun rear sight,
NSN 1010-01-133-6983, is being replaced
by a new sight, NSN 1010-01-608-6053.

New
MK 19
Sight

coming
But don’t
order the new
sight. it’ll
be fielded
through an
MWO.

The only time you
should order the
new sight is if the
old sight is damaged
and the MK 19 is NMC.

Units will be
notified when
an MWO team
is scheduled
to replace the
old sights for
free.

After the sight is replaced, record
the replacement in the Modification
Management Information System
(MMIS). This gives the MWO teams an
accurate count of sights needed.

Old sight

New sight,
NSN 1010-01-608-6053
Look for the MMIS app at: https://idmng.armyerp.army.mil
To post an update, you’ll need to request an MMIS supervisor status by
submitting a system access request.

Questions?
PS 799

Contact Wayne Waroway at (586) 282-1254 or email:

wayne.d.waroway.civ@mail.mil
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M150 RCO Supposed to Glow
I CAN -- when
I’m not leaking
tritium!

I can’t seE
anYthing!
I thought
you could
be uSed in
the Dark.

Many a Soldier has wished that their M150 rifle combat optic (RCO) lit up so they could sight

in the dark.
Those wishes are well founded. The M150 is supposed to illuminate. If it doesn’t, something’s wrong.
TM 9-1240-416-13&P’s PMCS says to check the M150’s
Take
illumination both before and after use. If it’s not lighting
M150
up, it could be an indication that the M150 is leaking
4
into dark
tritium, a radioactive isotope. That’s not good!
room to
WP 0010 gives detailed instructions on checking for a
check for
damaged tritium lamp.
glowing
6
If the tritium lamp appears not to glow, place the sight
red
chevron
in two clear sealed plastic bags and label the outside bag
POTENTIALLY BROKEN TRITIUM DEVICE—DO NOT OPEN.
Place the bag in a secured ventilated storage area and
contact your unit radiation safety officer for instructions
on turning in the M150.
Wash your hands with nonabrasive soap and cold water.
For the most current turn-in instructions see either the Decision Support Tool (DST) at:
https://idmng.armyerp.army.mil
Or go to the M150 section in TULSA at: https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil
Questions? Contact Chris Kline at DSN 786-1357, (586) 282-1357, or email:
christopher.m.kline4.civ@mail.mil
For any optics or binocular questions, email:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-optics@mail.mil
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Small Arms Shipping
Do’s and Don’ts
What
th—!?

That trip finished
me. I wish I’d been
prepared for
travel ‘cause…

…my
next trip
is to the
junkyard.

S

oldiers know from experience how hard long-distance deployments are
physically. Those deployments are hard on your weapons, too. if weapons
aren’t properly prepared for the journey, corrosion can make their
next trip one to the junk yard.

He re ’s
ho w to
pr ep ar e
yo ur
to
w ea po ns
survive th e
:
tr ip

Don’t Use
Don’t
Use
Bubble Wrap!
Bubble
Wrap!
Bubble wrap
Bubble
wrap is
is
lethal. it
it traps
traps
lethal.
moisture and
moisture
and makes
makes
corrosion worse.
corrosion
worse.

Weapons Cleaning
Thoroughly clean weapons before
shipment. Follow the weapon’s -10
TM cleaning instructions. But don’t
steam clean weapons! That removes
all lubricant and gives corrosion
a foothold.

Lubing

Wrapping

For all weapons except the
MK 19, generously lube the inside
and outside of the gun with CLP.
See the table on the next page
for what to use on an MK 19.

Use volatile corrosion inhibitor (VCI)
barrier to wrap each weapon. Heat seal
the VCI barrier or fold the barrier and
tape the seam. You can also goose neck
the barrier and tie it off.
The best way
to layer is
to sandwich
a sheet of
corrugated
fiberboard
between two
sheets of
greaseproof
paper.

if you’re layering
weapons after they’ve
been individually
wrapped, put at
least one sheet of
greaseproof paper
between each layer.
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Add a
desiccant
pouch and
place the
bagged
weapons in
a weatherresistant
fiberboard
box or hard
container.
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Here
Here
are
the
are the
materials
materials
you’ll
you’ll
need…
need…

Preservatives

Item
MIL-PRF-16173,
grade 3 cut 50% with
mineral spirits
MIL-PRF-16173
(see above)
MIL-PRF-3150
MIL-PRF-3150
MIL-PRF-32033
(used only with VCI)
General purpose
lubricating oil

Used on

Size

NSN

MK 19

1 gal

8030-00-244-1296

MK 19

5 gal

8030-00-244-1293

MK 19
MK 19

1 qt
5 gal

9150-00-231-2361
9150-00-231-2356

MK 19

1 qt

9150-00-231-6689

M2, MK 19

5 gal

9150-00-231-9062

Item

Wrap
(Used on All
Weapons)

WeatherResistant
Fiberboard
Boxes

Length

NSN

VCI, greaseproof
Stretchable wrap,
non-VCI, greaseproof

36-in x 600-ft

Desiccant pouches

1 per cubic foot
inside the wrap

6850-00-856-7955

3 ft x 300 ft

8135-00-753-4661

3 ft x 600 ft

8135-00-233-3871

3 ft x 600 ft

8135-00-224-8885

Size (inches)

NSN

Greaseproof paper
(heavy duty)
Greaseproof paper
(medium duty)
Greaseproof paper
(light duty)
Weapon

3-in x 300-ft roll 8135-00-753-4661

MK 19
32 in x 15 in x 15 in
M2
38 in x 14 in x 20 in
M16, M4, M249, M240 53 in x 16 in x 6 in
M16, M4, M249, M240 47 in x 39 in x 16 in

in accordance with AR 710-3, report all small
arms/light weapons in the DoD Unique Item
Tracking (UIT) Registry at ldac regardless
of what property accountability system
accounts for the weapon.

8135-00-664-0015

8115-00-079-8989
8115-00-579-8461
1005-01-542-2740
8115-00-142-9594

GCSS-Army interfaces
directly with the LDAC Army
Serial Number Tracker
(ARSNT), which automatically
reports and updates UIT.

All non-GCSS-Army users must report weapon transactions directly
into WebUIT (modified), which can be Accessed at:

https://idmng.armyerp.army.mil

ldac is redesigning the Logistics Modernization Program (LMP) interface and
developing a GCSS-Army interface. Once these are completed, non-GCSS-Army
users won’t have to report weapons separately in WebUIT.

wondering What
You can mount on yOur
FMTV LTAS cab?

The M66
ring mount,
NSN 100500-701-2810,
will mount
directly to
the cab’s
roof.
But if you
use the
objective
gunner
protection
kit (OGPK),
you must
use the
weapon
station kit,
NSN 2510-01567-872 7.

Here are the
components
of the weapon
station kit…

Item

Name

1

Weapon station kit
(includes items 3-18)
Weapon station assembly
(includes items 3, 4, and 6)
Ring assembly turret
Wipe seal
Upper bushing
Interface ring
Lower bushing
Snubber washer
Hexagon cap screw
Non-metallic seal
Flat washer
Machine bolt
Personnel safety device
Vehicular seat
Seat belt parts kit
Flat washer
Hexagon cap screw
Hexagon cap screw

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

NSN/PN
2510-01-567-8727
2510-01-583-8987
2510-01-578-4322
5330-01-573-8894
5365-01-571-1041
1005-01-575-6054
5365-01-570-7459
5310-01-570-7676
AEB021375C00AW8A2
5330-01-567-9060
5310-01-375-0659
5306-01-567-6548
4240-01-542-8160
2540-01-550-7246
2540-01-543-0747
12422608-015
5305-00-709-8523
5305-00-709-8517

item 3 also includes a hatch
seal you won’t find in the callout
for the weapons station kit in TM
9-2320-333-23&P. But you can get
it with NSN 5330-01-585-7 7 13.

here are AlL thE
iTEMs in the WeaPon
sySTEM kiT, NSN
2510-01-567-8 727.

The weapon station
transfer kit, NSN 1005-015 77-2656, includes all
these items except item 3,
the ring assembly turret,
NSN 2510-01-578-4322.
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Fresh FRS Tips

I just fEel So Good
and Fresh thanks to
you guys using these
tips from Ft Bragg!

hey, no
problem,
buddy! glad
to do it!

Dear Editor,
These tips can keep your M7 Forward Repair System (FRS) fresh and ready
for action:

• Do weekly PMCS on the crane.

The crane is often ignored, so
much so that Soldiers are often
unsure how to operate it. When
they actually need to use the
crane, they don’t know how. If
units do weekly crane PMCS, which
includes raising the hoist up and
down and extending the boom,
they’ll not only give the crane the
exercise it needs, but also refresh
their operating skills. Crane PMCS
takes only 15 minutes.
If Soldiers are rusty on crane
operations, they need to be
supervised until they know what
they’re doing.

		 While doing crane PMCS, check
the rotation gear. If its grease
has turned black or looks dirty,
wipe it clean and give it a new coat
of GAA.

Learn how crane controls work
by doing weekly crane PMCS

Pivot gear grease black or dirty?
Clean off old grease and put on new

• Check the generator exhaust’s

pivoting cap. If the cap is broken
or not sealing, water can get in
the generator and damage it.

• Careful opening and closing the
overhead door. The door weighs
200 pounds, so it’s a two-man
job. Don’t stand under the door.
Stand to the side, out of the
door’s path.

Pivoting cap
missing or
damaged?

Keep your fingers away
from the pivot points.
They can take off your
fingers if the door
suddenly falls.

Keep hands away
from pivot points

Use two Soldiers to open door
and stay out of its path

• Check the eye wash station. It

has a tank that’s supposed to be
filled with water before you go to
the field. Many units don’t know
the tank is underneath the tool
storage boxes where items like
hoses and creepers are stored.
Of course, if the tank is empty,
you’re out of luck if you get
something in your eyes.

Eye wash tank is
underneath tool
storage boxes

When you return from the field,
empty the tank. If water sits in the
tank, algae can form. You don’t want
to splash dirty water in your eyes!
It’s a good idea to make sure the
tank is clean before you fill it. Rinse
it out if necessary.
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Editor’s note: Those are
definitely fresh FRS tips,
Specialist Gregory. Thanks.

SPC Detreu Gregory
Ft Bragg, NC
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AN/PDR-77 Radiac Set…

Flip Bad
Pancake
Probes

The DT-695/
PDR-7 7 probe,
NSN 666501-435-0548,
which is used
with the AN/
PDR-7 7 radiac
set and
M329 water
monitoring
kit, detects
and measures
radioactive
contamination.

Testing has shown
that some beta
“pancake” probes with
the wrong electronic
components were
fielded.

it’s critical
it works
correctly.

The pancake probe is generally fielded as part of the MK-2854/PDR-7 7
radiacmeter subassembly, commonly known as the RPO kit.
They have a MFR code of 0C1G3
on their data plates.

it’s easy to
spot the bad
probes!

DETECTOR,RADIAC, DT-695/PDR-77
SERIAL NO.
16100012
PN: A3259603
PIIN: SPRBL1-16-D-0016
MFR: 0C1G3
NSN: 6665-01-435-0548
US

Defective probes should be turned in with
a quality deficiency report (QDR) through
the Product Data Reporting and Evaluation
Program (PDREP):

https://www.pdrep.csd/disa.mil/

Once you
receive
approval,
fill out
the QDR
like this:

Click User Access Request.
Click Request an Account.
Fill out the request.
submit the form.

1. Enter the RCN, which includes the
DODAAC, year and serial number. Or
instead you can enter the requisition
number, FSC or the NIIN.
2. When entering the requisition number,
include the suffix if available.
3. To add a DoD Unique Identifier (UII)
manually, enter the UII into the field and
then click the ADD UII button. To add a
UII using a scanner, click Scan Barcodes
and then scan the 2D barcode.
4. Click Create New PQDR.

Selecting underlined items will provide help for that item.

OCONUS units should
send RPO kit and beta
pancake probes to
the address provided
by the action officer
listed below.

For more information,
see CECOM message “RPO
Kits and Beta Pancake
Probes” in the MMIS
safety and maintenance
message library at:

https://idmng.armyerp.
army.mil

Questions?

Contact Chrisie Longo at (443) 395-1375 or email:

chrisie.a.longo.civ@mail.mil

NEW WEAPON AGAINST
uh-oh. He’s
got that NeW
StuFf!

BUGS

guess we BetTer
find our neXt
mEAL someplace
else!

Few things are worse than being attacked by mosquitoes, ticks and other bugs in the
field. They can turn your life into a nightmare of discomfort.
The Army has added a new DEET-free weapon in the war against bugs and the
diseases they carry. This new bug repellant:
• protects against mosquitoes and ticks.
• gives 8 hours of protection.
• is odorless.
• is non-greasy.
• comes in an easy-to-use pump spray.
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NSN 6840-01-656-7707 brings a dozen
4-oz bottles for a little less than $70.
Be sure to follow the directions on
the bottle’s label.
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60K-BTU IECU…

Cover Me
Me for
for Best
Best Protection
Protection
Cover
rain’s comin’!
you know what
to do.

and don’t
forget
about me!

a fancy new sports car parked outside, you might want to
II f you’ve got
keep it covered for protection from the weather.
While maybe not as fancy, your 60,000-BTU improved environmental control
unit (IECU), NSN 4120-01-543-0741, needs help to survive the elements, too.
The best way to do that is with a vinyl cover, NSN 4130-01-618-4810, and
attached storage bag, NSN 8105-01-618-9916.

Vinyl cover keeps out debris

Stow
cover in
storage
bag

When the IECU’s not in use,
put the vinyl cover over
the condenser fan to keep
debris from collecting in
the condenser (top) section.
A debris-free IECU is less
likely to get damaged or
work poorly.

Questions?
PS 799

The cover also
blocks rain or snow
from soaking or
icing components
stored in the
condenser section.

Before you run the IECU,
fold the vinyl cover
and stow it in the handy
storage bag attached
to the side of the IECU.
When you’re done running
the IECU, put the cover
back on.

Contact Miguel Salles at DSN 648-6934, (443) 395-6934,
email: miguel.a.salles.civ@mail.mil
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Test Sets…
if you need batteries
for the AN/PRM-36
test set...you may be
wondering which type!

Be sure
to read
our caution
here…

…and
read my
TM for
more
details!

Lithium
Batteries
Not Always
Best!

Dear Half-Mast,
On Page 47 of PS 764 (Jul 16), you had an article about allowable battery
types for the AN/PRM-36 radio test set, NSN 6625-01-581-8105. You
warned against using lithium batteries. Does this mean lithium rechargeable
batteries, non-rechargeable or both? What’s the reason?
Mr. W.C.

Dear Sir,
We sing the praises of lithium
Make sure
Check that
batteries a lot. But there are
we’re all the
we’re in the right
exceptions. The AN/PRM-36
same type!
position!
radio test set is one of ’em.
The warning applies to
both rechargeable and nonrechargeable lithium batteries.
The reason is that AA cell
lithium batteries come in
various voltages up to 3.7V, but
the AN/PRM-36 radio test set is
Lithiums
are a no-no!
designed for a AA cell battery
with a 2.0 volt maximum.
Battery cautions and replacement instructions are covered in WP 0021 in
TM 9-6625-1697-10 (Nov 13, w/Ch 1, Jun 14). Get it at:
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home
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Shipping Containers, Fuel Cans…

Inspection Is Up to YOU!
These two
containers don’t
last forever.
Containers
nEEd regUlar
inspections…

…and even
fuel cans
have an
expiration
date.

Don’t wait for
DepLOYment to see
if I’m goOd to go.

yeAh, fiVE
Years is it
foR mE!

Dear Editor,
As members of the Command Maintenance Evaluation and Training Team
(COMET), we find units often don’t realize their shipping containers must pass
inspection. When preparing to deploy, they discover many of their containers
have to be deadlined. We’ve seen as many as half flunk inspection.
that’s noT fair!
We never gEt to
Go anyWhere!

don’t WoRrY.
We’ll send yoU a
posTcard.

The word on shipping containers is in Chap 604, Part VI, of Defense
Transportation Regulation under Intermodal Container Inspection, Reinspection,
Maintenance, and Repair. You’ll find it at:
https://www.ustranscom.mil/dtr/part-vi/dtr_part_vi_604.pdf
The basic rule is a new shipping container is good for five years. After that,
an inspection is required every 30 months. The date of manufacture is on the
container’s data plate.
Some units think their local Logistics Readiness Center will do the inspections,
but that’s not true. Generally, it’s up to the units to do the inspections.
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To become a qualified container inspector, you must take the Convention for
Safe Containers (CSC) Course through the Defense Ammunition Center.
You can take the course online at:
http:///www.dactces.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=
article&id=136:ammo-43-dl&catid=50&Itemid=76
The inspection steps are in MIL-STD-3037, Inspection Criteria for ISO
Containers and DOD Standard Family of ISO Shelters, which can be found at:
https://quicksearch.dla.mil/qsDocDetails.aspx?ident_number=282054
You’ll save lots of time and trouble by doing regular inspections on shipping
containers before it’s time for deployment.

Fuel Cans
The standard Army plastic
fuel can doesn’t last forever.
Five years is the lifespan of
a fuel can. After that, you
should air out the can until
it’s completely dry, then turn
it in for recycling.

soRry, olD
timeR. Your
5 years are
up. Time for
rEcYcling.

not so
fast,
sOnNy! I
stiLl need
to Air out
first!

You’ll find the year of manufacture
stamped on the can.
Here are the regs governing transportation
of fuel cans:

• Land (highway and rail), Para 173.28(B),
Code of Federal Regulations

• Vessel, Vol 1, Para 4.1.1.15,

International Maritime Dangerous
Goods Code (IMDG)

• Commercial air, Para 5.0.2.15,
International Air Transport
Association (IATA)

• Military air, Para A3.1.14,
AFMAN 24-204 (1)

Robert Preusser
Ft Hood, TX

I suspect all of
this will be news to
many of our readers.
Thanks for the heads
up, Mr. Preusser!

Deploying? Check out Deployer’s Toolbox
Heard you guys are
deploying. I have just
the thing to help you.

The Deployer’s
Toolbox has a wealth
of information and
products…

… designed
specifically to help
units prepare for
deployment.

Topics include:
• air, sea, rail, container and
convoy movements
• Command Deployment
Discipline Program
• hazardous material
(HAZMAT) handling and
documentation
• deployment trend analysis

if your unit is getting
ready to deploy, you
definitely need to
get familiar with the
Deployer’s Toolbox.

The toolbox contains
manuals, references,
doctrine, forms,
presentations and
other documentation
for deployment.

The toolbox includes
information for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

unit movement officers
mobility officers
transportation officers
commanders at all levels
installation support
deploying Soldiers and leaders
supporting agencies

The toolbox
also has a
comprehensive
list of
frequently
asked
questions about
deployment and
a link for your
questions.
to open up the
tOolbox, gO to:

http://www.transportation.army.mil/deployers_toolbox/
You’ll need to use your CAC to access the web site.
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DLA Disposition Services…

Proper Steps For Property Turn-In
turning in property
and equipment to DLA
DispoSition serVices can
be quite the CHAlLenge.

There
are thrEe
categories
to consider.

FOlLow these
steps to make
the procEss
easier.

the first and most
important step is to
identify the property
cateGORY.

• Usable property: Commercial and military property other than scrap
and waste with a condition code of A-H falls into this category.
• Scrap Property: Items that fall into this category are recyclable waste
and discarded materials from equipment considered beyond repair.
• Hazardous Property (HP): This category contains items considered
hazardous to health, safety or the environment.

Once you’ve determined the category for turn-in, the second step
is identifying the property using the NSN. Remember, property is
turned in as individual line items with valid NSNs. Several items
can share a single line item if they also fall under the same NSN.
The Web Federal Logistics Information System (WebFLIS)
provides valuable information about property, including NSNs,
manufacturers and suppliers:
https://fp.logisticsinformationservice.dla.mil/
You’ll need your CAC to access the site. If you don’t have
one already, you’ll also need a WebFLIS account. Register for
one through the Account Management and Provisioning System
(AMPS):
http://www.dla.mil/HQ/InformationOperations/Offers/
Products/LogisticsApplications/AMPSRegistration.aspx
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GCSS-Army…

Making a Mountain Out of a hose clamp
are you
listening
to DJ
CanTAtio
Velox?

nope. I
thought
it was
yOu.

it’s
coming
from in
here.

fghijklmnopqrstuvwhijklmnopdefghijeje

criminy,

philLiPs… how
oomm BBOOMM bo
bomm BBOOM
M bboomm BBOOMM bboomm BBOOMM bboomm BBOOMM bboomm BBOOMM bboomm BBOOMMmany hose
clamps did
you BUY?

I only
meant to
order
10…

ha-wavh-hh-ahhah
waa--aahh--aahhaa--aahhaa--w
waa--aahh--aahhaa--aaha-w a
waahh w
waahh--w
waahh--w
waahh w
waa--aahh--aahhaa--aahhaa--w
waahh w
on 8 Jan 18 the unit of issue (UI) for HMMWV
hose clamps, NSN 4730-01-118-82 78, changed from
EA (each) to PG (package).
Soldiers ordering more than one soon found
themselves up to their elbows in hose clamps.
instead of the four or five clamps they needed,
they received four or five packages, each
containing 100 clamps!
Failure to change the UI will cost units money
and create mountains of unneeded clamps, or any
other item that falls into the same situation. For
example, in 2017 records show that hose clamps
cost the Army slightly over $1,400. in 2018, when
the UI changed, hose clamp costs ballooned to
$1.6 million over just seven months!
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Since GCSS-Army
automatically defaults to
the UI listed in FED LOG,
the Equipment Records
Parts Specialist has to
manually change the UI
to the actual quantity
needed for repair.
if you’re ordering the

HMMWV hose clamps, or
anything else with a UI
other than ea, make sure
to change the UI or you
might get a lot more
than you bargained for.
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GCSS-Army…

Of SLocs and T-Codes
…and one
More Thing.
Send me a PDF
of the SLoc.

you
got it,
chieF!

hOo BoY…
That’s
easier said
than donE.

Cloe, please tell me yOu know
hoW to save a SLoc as a PDF.
Lie to me if YoU have to.

have you
tried the
t-code?

Printing stock storage
locations (SLocs) with
T-Codes in GCSS-Army
can be tricky.
here’s a step-by-step
guide to walk you
through the process
to help you print with
T-Code 1Q09.
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Once you’ve entered
the T-Code into
GCSS-Army…

1. Click the Storage
Location block. A circle
shaped icon with two
squares in the middle
should appear to the
right of the box. Click
that icon and a new
window will pop up.
After clicking the icon from Step 1, this window will pop up…
2. Make sure the Stock
Storage Location in
the MRP area tab is
highlighted. If it’s not,
click the icon in the
upper right corner of
the new window.

3. Click in the Force
Elements block of the
pop up window. Then
click on the down arrow
icon to the right.

4. Once you click on
the icon from Step 3,
a new window will
appear. Enter the
desired UIC in the
search term block and
click the green check
mark in the lower
left-hand corner of
the window. A new
window will appear.
5. Click the check box to
the left of the Object
abbr UIC that ends
in PB. Then click the
green check mark in
the upper left hand
corner of the window.
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6. The FE number should
populate the Force Element
block. Press the green check
mark in the lower left-hand
corner of the window.
7. A window will pop up
showing all of your Stock
SLocs. You can print the list
by clicking on the icon to
the right of the Print icon
and selecting Choose Printer.
From here you can choose to
print the list as a PDF.
8. In the Print dialogue box,
choose Adobe PDF in the
Choose Printer window and
press the OK button. Select
the location where you’d like
to save the PDF and rename
it as necessary.
9. If you have Acrobat Pro DC installed on your computer, you can also convert the PDF
to an Excel spreadsheet. Open the PDF and click Tools in the upper left corner of the
screen. Click Open under Export PDF, select Spreadsheet and click Export. The popup
window will allow you to save the Excel document to your computer.

{wheW!}
you’re a
reaL life
Saver,
Cloe!
Thanks!

any time,
sOldier!
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D7R II Blade Float
Indicator
Operators, ignore the check for your D7R II
dozer’s blade float indicator light. It’s shown as
Item 26 on Page 0012-18 of TM 5-2410-24-10.
The indicator is an option on the commercial
D7R that wasn’t included on the dozer’s Army
version. Make a note until the TM is updated.

Tire Inflation Kit Accessories
In PS 796 (Mar 19), PS Magazine introduced the Army’s new tire inflation kit, known as the
Universal High-Flow Safety Ground Tire Inflator Kit, NSN 4910-01-668-5017. You’ll find
the article at: https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2019/796/796-10-13.pdf
Here are some handy accessories that have also been approved for use with the kit:
• quick start guide book, NSN 7610-01-677-5959
• internal case decal, NSN 7690-01-677-5962
• foam case insert, NSN 8145-01-677-5987

Mine Clearing Blade
Hydraulic Jack Replaced

MKII Bridge Boat
Correction

When it’s time for a new hydraulic hand
jack for the M1-series tank’s mine clearing
blade, order it with NSN 5120-01-480-0700.
It replaces NSN 5120-01-277-5646, which
is listed as Item 1 in the Basic Issue Items
section of TM 9-2590-509-10.

Page 19 of PS 794 (Jan 19) references the MKII
bridge erection boat (BEB), but the artwork
shows the M30 BEB. The article information is
still good and applies to both BEBs. However,
the M30 BEB reference should be WP 0029-5 in
TM 5-1940-324-10 (Aug 17).

Soak Up HAZMAT Spills
Get a 44-lb bag of absorbent compound for soaking up oil and fuel spills with NSN 7930-00269-1272. Just sprinkle the compound on the spill and sweep it up once the spill is absorbed.
Dispose of the compound in a proper HAZMAT container. Table 1 of CTA 5-970 is your authority
for ordering the compound.

HMEE-1 Tire Assemblies

TEIP Now CLAT

The HMEE-1 excavator’s green tire
assembly, NSN 2530-01-618-8466,
is no longer available in the Army
supply system. Instead, order NSN
2530-01-598-4010 to get the tan wheel
assembly. TACOM says you can paint
the wheel assembly green if needed.

The Tobyhanna Evaluation Inspection Program
(TEIP) is now called the C5ISR Life Cycle Analysis
Team (CLAT). Make a note of the change.
Questions? Contact Edward Daly at (443) 861-5550
or email: edward.j.daly4.civ@mail.mil
Or Michael Burrell at (443) 861-5547 or email:
michael.burrell.civ@mail.mil
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M1101 Trailer
Shackle vs. Spindle
Nut
The M1101 trailer’s castellated spindle
nut is NSN 5310-01-412-1777, and is
shown as Item 2 in Fig 9 of TM 9-2330392-13&P (Dec 12). However, Item 39
in Fig 15 shows the same NSN for the
trailer’s castellated shackle nut. That’s
not right. The correct NSN for this part
is 5310-01-483-7082. Make a note until
the TM is updated.

M172A1 Semitrailer
Hub Bearing
There’s a typo on Item 16 in Fig 16 of the
M172A1 semitrailer’s TM 9-2330-211-13&P
(Sep 15). It shows the outer hub bearing
as NSN 3110-00-100-0633. The correct NSN
is 3110-00-100-0663. Did you catch that?
The NSN typo is just one digit off.

CROWS Cover Provides
Better Protection
The original M153 CROWS II cover was made
of thin material and didn’t provide much
protection. Fortunately, there is a new cover
that’s much more durable. Order the tan
version with NSN 5340-25-162-1081 and the
green one with NSN 5340-25-162-0697. They’re
listed in the CROWS TM 9-1090-219-10-HR
(Apr 18) and both cost more than $1,200. This
supersedes the information featured on Page
41 of PS 781 (Dec 17).

CECOM Customer
Service Change
The new number for CECOM Customer Service
is DSN 848-6151 or (443) 861-6151. Customer
Service can answer questions about the status
of a requisition managed by inventory control
point B16. You’ll also get item manager and
depot personnel email addresses or phone
numbers, item costs, stock availability and
shipment information.

Tool Question? Ask SKOT!
Got a repair part, TM or general maintenance question about sets, kits, outfits or tools (SKOT)?
Get an answer from the equipment specialists at TACOM LCMC by emailing:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-skot-group-actions@mail.mil

M1097R1 HMMWV Brush Guard
HMMWV accessories are often listed in special purpose kits, located at the back of the TM.
The M1097R1 HMMWV’s brush guard, for example, is found in Fig 400 of TM 9-2320-28013&P in IETM EM 0338 (Jan 14). Remember to check the special purpose kits if you haven’t
found the part you’re looking for elsewhere.
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TIMES
CHANGE
AND…
…YOUR

BATTERIES
SHOULD,
TOO!
use lithium
batteries!
they increase the
operational time of your
sensors, lasers and precision
targeting devices.

